Introduction {#Sec1}
============

In the present paper, interest lies in the use of mixture models to cluster data points into groups of similar objects; see Frühwirth-Schnatter et al. ([@CR27]) for a review of mixture analysis. Following the pioneering papers of Banfield and Raftery ([@CR6]) and Bensmail et al. ([@CR8]), model-based clustering using finite mixture models has found numerous applications, see Grün ([@CR30]) for a comprehensive review.

For finite mixtures, the number *K* of components is an unknown, but fixed quantity and the need to specifiy *K* in advance is considered one of the major drawbacks of applying finite mixture models in a clustering context. Many methods have been suggested to estimate *K* from the data such as BIC (Keribin [@CR34]), marginal likelihoods (Frühwirth-Schnatter [@CR20]), or the integrated classification likelihood (Biernacki et al. [@CR9]), but typically these methods require to fit several finite mixture models with increasing *K*. Alternatively, one-sweep methods such as reversible jump MCMC (Richardson and Green [@CR51]; Dellaportas and Papageorgiou [@CR13]) have been suggested, but are challenging to implement.

As an alternative to finite mixtures, Dirichlet process mixtures (Ferguson [@CR19]; Escobar and West [@CR14]) were applied in a clustering context by Quintana and Iglesias ([@CR50]) and Medvedovic et al. ([@CR43]), among many others. Using a Dirichlet process prior (Ferguson [@CR17], [@CR18]) for the parameters generating the data points, Dirichlet process mixtures allow infinite components by construction. Posterior inference focuses on the partitions and clusters induced by the Dirichlet process prior on the data points. The number of non-empty clusters is random by construction and can be inferred from the data using easily implemented Markov chain Monte Carlo samplers, see e.g. Müller and Mitra ([@CR46]).

Recently, the concept of sparse finite mixtures has been introduced within the framework of Bayesian model-based clustering (Malsiner Walli et al. [@CR39], [@CR40]) as a bridge between standard finite mixture and Dirichlet process mixture models. Based on theoretical results derived by Rousseau and Mengersen ([@CR52]), the sparse finite mixture approach relies on specifying a sparse symmetric Dirichlet prior $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {D}_{K}\left( e_{0}\right) $$\end{document}$ on the weight distribution of an overfitting finite mixture distribution, where the number of components is larger than the number of clusters in the data. By choosing small values for the hyperpararmeter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$e_{0}$$\end{document}$, the sparse Dirichlet prior is designed to favour weights close to zero. Malsiner Walli et al. ([@CR40]) investigate the partitions induced by such a sparse finite mixture model and show that the corresponding number of clusters created in the data is not fixed a priori. Rather, as for Dirichlet process mixtures, it is random by construction and can be inferred from the data using common Markov chain Monte Carlo methods.

The present paper makes two contributions in the context of sparse finite mixture modelling. As a first contribution, it is illustrated that the concept of sparse finite mixtures, which was originally developed and investigated in the framework of Gaussian mixtures, is very generic and can be easily extended to cluster a broad range of non-Gaussian data, in particular discrete data and continuous multivariate data arising from non-Gaussian clusters, see also Malsiner-Walli et al. ([@CR41]). As mentioned above, an advantage of sparse finite mixtures is that model selection with respect to the number of clusters is possible within one-sweep samplers without the need to design sophisticated proposals within trans-dimensional approaches such as reversible jump MCMC. Performing model selection without computer-intensive methods is of particular interest for mixtures of non-Gaussian components where the calculation of the marginal likelihood can be cumbersome and almost impossible for large *K*. A wide range of applications, including sparse Poisson mixtures, sparse mixtures of generalised linear models for count data, and sparse latent class models for multivariate categorical data, demonstrate that sparse finite mixtures provide a useful method for selecting the number of clusters for such data.

A second aim of the paper is to compare sparse finite mixtures to Dirichlet process mixtures with respect to their ability to identify the number of clusters. As shown by Green and Richardson ([@CR29]), a *K* component finite mixture model with symmetric Dirichlet prior $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {D}_{K}\left( \alpha /K\right) $$\end{document}$ on the weights approximates a Dirichlet process mixture with concentration parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha $$\end{document}$ as *K* increases. For $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha $$\end{document}$ given, this sequence of finite mixtures increasingly becomes sparse, as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$e_{0}=\alpha /K$$\end{document}$ decreases with increasing *K* and the Dirichlet process mixture can be seen as the limiting case of a sparse finite mixture with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$K=\infty $$\end{document}$. Both for sparse finite mixtures and Dirichlet process mixtures, the number of non-empty clusters is random a priori and can be estimated from the data. Since Dirichlet process mixtures can be inconsistent with respect to the number of components (Miller and Harrison [@CR44]), sparse finite mixtures appear to be an attractive alternative which shares many interesting features with Dirichlet process mixtures.

Finite mixture and Dirichlet process mixture models are generally considered to be quite different approaches. Irrespectively of this, the aim of the paper is not to discuss pros and cons of the two model classes. Rather, it will be shown that both model classes yield similar inference with respect to the number of clusters, once the hyper prior for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha $$\end{document}$ is matched to hyper priors on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$e_{0}$$\end{document}$ that induces sparsity. Comparisons between sparse finite mixtures and Dirichlet process mixtures in applications based on Poisson mixtures, mixtures of generalised linear models, and latent class models illustrate that the choice of the hyper prior on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha $$\end{document}$ is far more influential on the cluster solution than which of the two model classes is taken into consideration.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} summarizes the concept of sparse finite mixtures and investigates their relationship to Dirichlet process mixtures. Section [3](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"} reviews various finite mixture models with non-Gaussian components. Section  [4](#Sec12){ref-type="sec"} contains an extensive simulation study where the performance of sparse finite mixtures and Dirichlet process mixtures in regard to model selection and clustering behavior is investigated in detail for latent class models. In Sect. [5](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"}, the sparse finite mixture approach is illustrated and compared to Dirichlet process mixtures through case studies for each type of non-Gaussian mixture model discussed in Sect. [3](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}. Section [6](#Sec19){ref-type="sec"} concludes with a final discussion of the sparsity prior of the weight distribution in sparse finite mixtures.

From here to infinity {#Sec2}
=====================

From finite mixture distributions to sparse finite mixture models {#Sec3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

The starting point of model-based clustering is a finite mixture distribution defined as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} p({\mathbf y}| {\mathbf {\varvec{\theta }}}_1, \ldots , {\mathbf {\varvec{\theta }}}_K,{\varvec{\eta }})= \sum _{k=1}^K \eta _k f_\mathcal{T}({\mathbf y}|{\mathbf {\varvec{\theta }}}_k), \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where the component densities $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f_\mathcal{T}({\mathbf y}|{\mathbf {\varvec{\theta }}}_k)$$\end{document}$ arise from the same distribution family $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal{T}({\mathbf {\varvec{\theta }}})$$\end{document}$, each with weight $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sum _{k=1}^K \eta _k=1$$\end{document}$. Data $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf y}$$\end{document}$ generated from such a mixture distribution can be univariate or multivariate, continuous, discrete-valued or mixed-type, outcomes of a regression model, or even time series data; see Frühwirth-Schnatter ([@CR21]) for a comprehensive review of finite mixture distributions.

Clustering arises in a natural way for an i.i.d. sample from the finite mixture distribution ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), since each observation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf y}_i$$\end{document}$ can be associated with the component, indexed by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S_i$$\end{document}$, that generated this data point:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&S_i | {\varvec{\eta }}\sim \text{ MulNom }\left( 1;\eta _1,\ldots ,\eta _K\right) ,&\nonumber \\&{\mathbf y}_i|S_i \sim \mathcal{T}({\mathbf {\varvec{\theta }}}_{S_i}).&\end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$If *N* i.i.d. data points $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf y}_1,\ldots ,{\mathbf y}_N$$\end{document}$ are drawn from the finite mixture distribution ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), then the sequence $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf {S}}=(S_1,\ldots ,S_N)$$\end{document}$ is the collection of all component indicators that were used to generate the data. Obviously, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf {S}}$$\end{document}$ defines a partition $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal{P}$$\end{document}$ of the data. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_k $$\end{document}$ be the number of observations generated by component *k*, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k=1,\ldots ,K$$\end{document}$. Then ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) implies that:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} N_1 ,\ldots , N_{K} | {\varvec{\eta }}\sim \text{ MulNom }\left( N;\eta _1,\ldots ,\eta _K\right) . \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Depending on the weight distribution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\varvec{\eta }}=(\eta _1,\ldots ,\eta _K)$$\end{document}$ appearing in ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), multinomial sampling according to ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) may lead to partitions with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_k=0$$\end{document}$. In this case, fewer than *K* mixture components were used to generate the *N* data points which contain $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$K_+$$\end{document}$ data clusters, i.e.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} K _+= K - \sum _{k=1}^K I{\{N_k=0\}}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$It is important to realize that in model-based clustering interest lies foremost in estimating the number of clusters in the data, rather than the number of components of the mixture distribution ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}). Hence, in model-based clustering based on finite mixtures, it is extremely important to distinguish between the order *K* of the underlying mixture distribution and the number of (non-empty) clusters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$K _+$$\end{document}$ in the *N* data points. For finite mixtures this difference between *K* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$K _+$$\end{document}$ is rarely addressed explicitly, exceptions being Nobile ([@CR47]) and, more recently, Miller and Harrison ([@CR45]) and Malsiner Walli et al. ([@CR40]).Fig. 1Prior distribution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p(K_+|e_0,K)$$\end{document}$ of the number of data clusters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$e_0=4$$\end{document}$ (left-hand side), $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$e_0=0.05$$\end{document}$ (middle), and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$e_0=0.005$$\end{document}$ (right-hand side)

If finite mixtures are used to cluster data with the number of clusters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$K _+$$\end{document}$ being unknown, then it makes sense to choose a prior on the weight distribution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\varvec{\eta }}=(\eta _1,\ldots ,\eta _K)$$\end{document}$ that allows a priori that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$K _+< K$$\end{document}$ with high probability. This is the very idea of the sparse finite mixture approach introduced by Malsiner Walli et al. ([@CR39]) for mixtures of univariate and multivariate Gaussian distributions. Sparse finite mixture models make a clear distinction between *K*, the order of the mixture distribution, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$K _+$$\end{document}$, the number of clusters in the data.

The sparse finite mixture approach pursues the following idea: if we choose a mixture model that is overfitting, then $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$K _+< K$$\end{document}$ clusters will be present in the data. Then, as an intrinsically Bayesian approach, for a given value of *K* a prior distribution on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$K _+$$\end{document}$ is imposed which allows $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$K _+$$\end{document}$ to be a random variable a priori, taking values smaller than *K* with high probability. This is achieved in an indirect way through choosing an appropriate prior on the weight distribution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\varvec{\eta }}=(\eta _1,\ldots ,\eta _K)$$\end{document}$, the commonly used prior being the Dirichlet distribution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\varvec{\eta }}\sim \mathcal {D}\left( e_{1}, \ldots , e_{K}\right) $$\end{document}$. Very often, a symmetric Dirichlet prior is assumed with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k=1,\ldots ,K$$\end{document}$; such a prior will be denoted by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\varvec{\eta }}\sim \mathcal {D}_{K}\left( e_{0}\right) $$\end{document}$. If $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$e_0$$\end{document}$ is a small value, then many of the *K* weights will be small a priori, implying that not all *K* components will generate a cluster of their own and, according to ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}), $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$e_0$$\end{document}$ and *K*, as illustrated in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, showing the prior distribution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$e_0$$\end{document}$. For increasing *K* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$e_0$$\end{document}$ also the expected number of clusters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$K_+$$\end{document}$ increases.
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf y}=({\mathbf y}_1, \ldots , {\mathbf y}_N)$$\end{document}$, the posterior distribution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$K_+$$\end{document}$ is used to estimate the number of data clusters. For each iteration *m* of MCMC sampling (to be discussed in Sect. [2.4](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}), a partition $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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From sparse finite mixture models to Dirichlet process mixtures {#Sec4}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Sparse finite mixture models allow to estimate the number $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Random probability measure priors like the Dirichlet process prior lead to countably infinite mixtures, which have a representation similar to ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), however with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To understand the clustering behavior of both model classes, it is illuminating to compare them in regard to the prior probability to create a new cluster when reallocating an observation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S_i$$\end{document}$. This leads to well-known issues with model-based clustering based on DPM. Since the number of cluster $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$K _+\sim \alpha \log (N)$$\end{document}$ increases with *N*, it is very likely that one big cluster is found, the sizes of further clusters are geometrically decaying, and many singleton clusters are estimated (Müller and Mitra [@CR46]).

In contrast, for sparse finite mixtures the probability that observation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$K _+^{-i}$$\end{document}$ increases. Based on ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}), Malsiner Walli et al. ([@CR40]) argue that a sparse finite mixture with fixed *K* provides a two-parameter alternative to DPM where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$K _+\le K $$\end{document}$ is finite, even if *N* goes to infinity. Hence, DPM are mainly useful if the modelling assumption is that the number of data clusters increases with increasing data information as is the case e.g in the text mining framework, where the number of topics may increase, if more documents are considered. As opposed to that, sparse finite mixtures are mainly useful for applications where the underlying assumption is that the data arise from a moderate number of clusters, even if the number of data points *N* increases. However, it should be remarked that these recommendations are based on theoretical considerations. As we will see in the simulation study and the applications, the clustering performance of both model classes becomes comparable, if the priors of the precision parameters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$e_{0}$$\end{document}$ driving the stick-breaking representation are appropriately matched, as explained in the following subsection.

The importance of hyper priors on the precision parameters {#Sec5}
----------------------------------------------------------

It is obvious from the probabilities to create a new cluster given in ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) and ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) that the precision parameters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \alpha \sim \mathcal {G}\left( a_\alpha ,b_\alpha \right) \!, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$b_\alpha $$\end{document}$ is particularly relevant, because it encourages clustering (Müller and Mitra [@CR46]). Commonly, the following prior suggested by Escobar and West ([@CR14]) is applied: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For finite mixture models, it is less common to assume that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$e_{0}=1$$\end{document}$, for instance, leads to a uniform prior over the unit simplex spanned by all possible weight distributions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$K _+$$\end{document}$ is equal to the number of components *K* with high probability, see again Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} which is sensible only if we assume that the data actually contain *K* groups.

For sparse finite mixtures, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$e_{0}$$\end{document}$ heavily influences the probability to create a new cluster given in ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}), see also Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Hence, Malsiner Walli et al. ([@CR39]) suggested to estimate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$e_{0}=0.01$$\end{document}$ for sparse finite mixtures of Gaussian distributions. The results indicated that it is important to choose values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Bayesian inference {#Sec6}
------------------

Bayesian inference both for sparse finite mixture model as well as the DPM model is summarized in Algorithm [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}. It is assumed that the base measure $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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By exploiting the stick breaking representation ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}), sampling the weight distribution in Step (b) is unified for both model classes. For DPM models, classification in Step (c) is performed using slice sampling (Kalli et al. [@CR33]) with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The fitted models are identified in order to obtain a final partition of the data and to characterize the data clusters. We employ the post-processing procedure suggested by Frühwirth-Schnatter ([@CR21]) (see also Frühwirth-Schnatter [@CR23]) for finite mixtures and successfully applied in many papers, e.g. Malsiner Walli et al. ([@CR39], [@CR40]). Roughly speaking, the procedure works as follows. First, the number of data clusters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This procedure is applied to the MCMC output of both finite and infinite mixture models. An advantage of this procedure is that the final partition and the cluster-specific parameters can be estimated at the same time.

Sparse finite mixture models for non-Gaussian data {#Sec7}
==================================================

Sparse finite mixture models were introduced in Malsiner Walli et al. ([@CR39]) in the framework of Gaussian mixture distributions, however, the underlying concept is very generic and can be easily applied to more or less any mixture distribution. In this section, we consider various types of sparse finite mixture models for non-Gaussian data, including sparse latent class models for multivariate categorical data (Sect. [3.1](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}), sparse Poisson mixtures for univariate discrete data (Sect. [3.2](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}) and sparse mixtures of generalised linear models (GLMs) for regression models with count data outcomes (Sect. [3.3](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"}). Finally, Sect. [3.4](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"} considers clustering continuous data with non-Gaussian clusters using mixtures of univariate and multivariate skew normal and skew-*t* distributions. For each of these classes of mixture models, case studies are provided in Sect. [5](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"} where sparse finite mixtures are compared to Dirichlet process mixtures of the same type.

Sparse latent class models {#Sec8}
--------------------------

First, we consider model-based clustering of multivariate binary or categorical data $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In latent structure analysis it is assumed that the entire dependence between the elements $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf {\varvec{\pi }}}_{k,j}|{\mathbf {S}}, {\mathbf y}$$\end{document}$ arising from the Dirichlet distribution, see Frühwirth-Schnatter ([@CR21], Section 9.5) for further details.

If *K* is unknown, then the marginal likelihood $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf {S}}^{(l)}, l=1, \ldots , S_0$$\end{document}$ of the unknown allocations, see Celeux et al. ([@CR11], Section 7.2.3.2) for more details. Sparse finite as well as DP mixtures of latent class models are interesting alternatives to estimate the number of data clusters in model-based clustering. This will be investigated through a simulation study in Sect. [4](#Sec12){ref-type="sec"}.

Sparse finite Poisson mixture models {#Sec9}
------------------------------------

A popular model for capturing unobserved heterogeneity and excess zeros in count data is the Poisson mixture model, where the data $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu _k|{\mathbf {S}}, {\mathbf y}$$\end{document}$ in Step (a) of Algorithm [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} arises from a Gamma distribution, see Frühwirth-Schnatter ([@CR21], Section 9.2) for more details. An application of a sparse mixture of Poisson distributions to the [Eye Tracking Data]{.smallcaps} (Escobar and West [@CR15]) will be considered in Sect. [5.2](#Sec15){ref-type="sec"}.

To select *K*, Frühwirth-Schnatter ([@CR21]) considers RJMCMC methods, following Viallefont et al. ([@CR56]), as well as marginal likelihoods $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hat{p}({\mathbf y}|K)$$\end{document}$ of the marginal likelihood is given by full permutation bridge sampling, where the importance density is derived from all *K*! possible permutations $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf {S}}^{(l)}, l=1, \ldots , S_0$$\end{document}$ of the unknown allocations:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} q (\mu _1,\ldots ,\mu _K,{\varvec{\eta }}) = \frac{1}{S_0 K!} \sum _{l=1}^{S_0} \sum _{s=1}^{K!} p(\rho _s({\varvec{\eta }}) |{\mathbf {S}}^{(l)} ) \prod _{k=1}^K p(\rho _s(\mu _k) | {\mathbf {S}}^{(l)} ,{\mathbf y}). \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$This leads to stable estimators for the marginal likelihood even for larger values of *K*. However, since the number of functional evaluations increases with *K*! this method is rather computer-intensive, and sparse finite Poisson mixture as well as DPM appear to be an attractive alternative.

Sparse finite mixtures of GLMs for count data {#Sec10}
---------------------------------------------

Finite mixtures of generalized linear models (GLMs) based on the Poisson, the binomial, the negative binomial, or the multinomial distribution, have found numerous applications in biology, medicine and marketing in order to deal with overdispersion and unobserved heterogeneity; see Frühwirth-Schnatter ([@CR21], Section 9.4) for a review. A finite mixture of Poisson regression models, for instance, reads:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f_{ P }(y_i;\lambda _{k,i})$$\end{document}$ is the Poisson density with mean $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varvec{x}_i$$\end{document}$ is a row vector containing the observed covariates (including 1 for the intercept) and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varvec{\beta }_1,\ldots , \varvec{\beta }_K$$\end{document}$ are unknown component-specific regression parameters. A useful extension of ([10](#Equ10){ref-type=""}) is a model where the Poisson distribution is substituted by a negative binomial distribution with mean being equal to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \lambda _{k,i}$$\end{document}$, while allowing at the same time for overdispersion of an unknown degree. Sparse finite mixtures of GLMs will be investigated for the [Fabric Fault Data]{.smallcaps} (Aitkin [@CR1]) in Sect. [5.3](#Sec16){ref-type="sec"}.

Implementation of Step (a) in Algorithm [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} can be based on any MCMC sampler that delivers draws from the posterior distribution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S_i=k$$\end{document}$. Various proposals have been put forward how to estimate the unknown parameters of a GLMs for count data (including the overdispersion parameter for negative binomial distributions) such as auxiliary mixture sampling (Frühwirth-Schnatter et al. [@CR26]) and the Pólya-Gamma sampler (Polson et al. [@CR49]).

To estimate *K* for a given family of regression models $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p(y_i|{\mathbf {\varvec{\theta }}}_k)$$\end{document}$, marginal likelihoods could be computed for each *K*. This is not at all straightforward for mixtures of GLMs, however a technique introduced in Frühwirth-Schnatter and Wagner ([@CR25]) can be used to approximate the marginal likelihood $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p({\mathbf y}|K)$$\end{document}$. Sparse finite mixtures of GLMs offer an attractive alternative to facing this computational challenge.

Sparse finite mixtures of skew normal and skew-*t* distributions {#Sec11}
----------------------------------------------------------------

Finally, clustering of continuous data with non-Gaussian clusters using mixtures of skew normal and skew-*t* distributions is discussed in this subsection. Applications to the univariate [Alzheimer Data]{.smallcaps} (Frühwirth-Schnatter and Pyne [@CR24]) will be considered in Sect. [5.4](#Sec17){ref-type="sec"}, whereas Sect. [5.5](#Sec18){ref-type="sec"} considers the multivariate flow cytometric [DLBCL Data]{.smallcaps} (Lee and McLachlan [@CR37]).

When clustering continuous data where the clusters are expected to have non-Gaussian shapes, it may be difficult to decide, which (parametric) distribution is appropriate to characterize the data clusters, especially in higher dimensions. Malsiner Walli et al. ([@CR40]) pursued a sparse finite mixture of Gaussian mixtures approach. They exploit the ability of normal mixtures to accurately approximate a wide class of probability distributions and model the non-Gaussian cluster distributions themselves by Gaussian mixtures. On top of that, they use the concept of sparse finite mixture models to select the number of the (semi-parametrically estimated) non-Gaussian clusters.

On the other hand, many researchers exploited mixtures of parametric non-Gaussian component distributions to cluster such data. To capture non-Gaussian clusters, many papers consider skew distributions as introduced by Azzalini ([@CR2], [@CR3]) as component densities, see e.g. Frühwirth-Schnatter and Pyne ([@CR24]) and Lee and McLachlan ([@CR37]), among many others. A univariate random variable *X* follows a standard univariate skew normal distribution with skewness parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Phi (\cdot )$$\end{document}$ are, respectively, the pdf and the cdf of the standard normal distribution. For $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A multivariate version of the skew normal distribution has been defined in Azzalini and Dalla Valle ([@CR5]), while multivariate skew-*t* distributions have been introduced by Azzalini and Capitanio ([@CR4]). In a multivariate setting, the skewness parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The first paper which considered Bayesian inference, both for univariate as well as multivariate mixtures of skew normal and skew-*t* distributions, is Frühwirth-Schnatter and Pyne ([@CR24]) who developed an efficient MCMC scheme, combining a latent variable representation with a latent factor following a truncated standard normal distribution with data augmentation. This MCMC scheme can be easily incorporated in Step (a) of Algorithm [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} to estimate sparse finite mixtures of skew normal and skew-*t* distributions as well as DPM. Frühwirth-Schnatter and Pyne ([@CR24]) also discussed various methods for selecting *K* for finite mixtures of skew normal and skew-*t* distributions, both in the univariate as well as in the multivariate case, among them marginal likelihoods $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A simulation study {#Sec12}
==================

The aim of this simulation study is to investigate whether (1) a sparse finite mixture of non-Gaussian components appropriately estimates the number of data clusters, (2) the posterior of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Inspired by the [Childrens' Fear Data]{.smallcaps} which will be analyzed in Sect. [5.1](#Sec14){ref-type="sec"}, we generate multivariate categorical data using following simulation setup. 100 data sets with, respectively, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Applications {#Sec13}
============

For each type of mixture models discussed in Sect. [3](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}, a case study is provided to compare sparse finite mixtures with DPM of the same type. For both model classes, the influence of the priors $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Application to the [Childrens' Fear Data]{.smallcaps} {#Sec14}
-----------------------------------------------------
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In Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}, the estimated occurrence probabilities for the two classes are reported. Clearly, the children in the two classes have a rather different profile. Whereas children belonging to class 1 are more likely to have higher scores in all three variables, children in class 2 show less motor activity, crying behavior and fear at the same time. This clustering result is in line with the psychological theory behind the experiments, according to which all three behavioral variables are regularized by the same physiological mechanism, see Stern et al. ([@CR54]) for more details.

Application to the [Eye Tracking Data]{.smallcaps} {#Sec15}
--------------------------------------------------
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For all types of mixture models, the same hierarchical prior is applied for the component-specific parameters with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Application to the [Fabric Fault Data]{.smallcaps} {#Sec16}
--------------------------------------------------
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Application to the [Alzheimer Data]{.smallcaps} {#Sec17}
-----------------------------------------------

Alzheimer disease is a complex disease that has multiple genetic as well as environmental risk factors. It is commonly characterized by loss of a wide range of cognitive abilities with aging. For illustration, data modelled in Frühwirth-Schnatter and Pyne ([@CR24]) through (standard) finite mixtures of skew normal and skew-*t* distributions are reanalyzed. The data set consists of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The choices obtained from both sparse finite mixture models and DPM coincide with the decision obtained by the marginal likelihood. An advantage of the marginal likelihood over sparse mixtures is that, in addition to *K*, the clustering kernel can be selected. For the data at hand, finite mixtures of skew normal distributions are preferred to skew-*t* distributions.

Applications to flow cytometric data {#Sec18}
------------------------------------

To assess how sparse finite mixtures scale to larger data sets, an application to flow cytometry data is investigated. The three-dimensional DLBCL data set (Lee and McLachlan [@CR37]) consists of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The goal of this application is to investigate, whether sparse finite mixtures with non-Gaussian components based on parametric densities such as the multivariate skew normal and skew-*t* distributions are able to detect this true number of clusters. Sparse finite mixtures with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Discussion and concluding remarks {#Sec19}
=================================

This paper extends the concept of sparse finite mixture models, introduced by Malsiner Walli et al. ([@CR39]) for Gaussian clustering kernels, to a wide range of non-Gaussian mixture models, including Poisson mixtures, latent class analysis, mixtures of GLMs, skew normal and skew-*t* distributions. Opposed to common belief, this paper shows that finite mixture models do not necessarily assume that the number of clusters is known. As exemplified for several case studies in Sect. [5](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"}, the number of clusters was estimated a posteriori from the data and ranged from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Sparse finite mixture models are based on overfitting mixture distributions, where the number of clusters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A theoretical justification for sparse finite mixture models seems to emerge from asymptotic results of Rousseau and Mengersen ([@CR52]), who show that the asymptotic behaviour of the mixture posterior $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As noted by Malsiner Walli et al. ([@CR39]), who applied overfitting Gaussian mixtures to model-based clustering of quite a few benchmark data sets, values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Introducing a sparsity prior avoids overfitting the number of clusters not only for finite mixtures, but also (somewhat unexpectedly) for Dirichlet process mixtures which are known to overfit the number of clusters (Miller and Harrison [@CR44]). For the data considered in the present paper, overfitting could be avoided through a prior on the precision parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha $$\end{document}$ in DPM, the posterior distribution of the number of clusters was more influenced by these hyper priors than whether the mixture was finite or infinite. It would be interesting to investigate, if this proximity of both model classes also holds more generally.

Another avenues for future research concern MCMC estimation. Although we did not encounter problems with full conditional Gibbs sampling for our case studies, more efficient algorithms could be designed by using parallel tempering as in van Havre et al. ([@CR55]) or by exploiting ideas from BNP (e.g. Fall and Barat [@CR16]).
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